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As the High Rho of ________________  Zeta,
I, _____________________, hereby promise to 

uphold the ideals of Lambda Chi Alpha and 
dilligently perform the duties and responsibilities 

associated with this position. 
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Operations Guide
Alumni Development Officer : High Rho
The Official Charge of the High Rho

Brother High Rho, you are this chapter’s link to the alumni of Lambda Chi Alpha, both within and 
beyond this chapter.

Your development of an effective program that provides events of interest to the alumni, recognizes 
outstanding service to the Fraternity by individual alumni, encourage involvement, and prepares those 
beginning to transition into dedicated alumni brothers. As High Rho, you get to share what it means 
to have a lifetime of true brotherhood, which is vital for the continuity, future strength, and stability for 
your chapter or colony. 

In Order to Lead,  
You Must First MODEL IT
To MODEL IT means to implement the required functions of  
your office in order to lead the chapter effectively. These seven  
directives are the basic expectations for each brother during  
his term in office.

Motivate:  

Organize:

Delegate:
Evaluate:
Lead:
Inspire:
Teach:

Senior members to remain involved and continue to contribute 
to the chapter or colony

Communication and celebrations featuring collegiate members and alumni 
brothers who exemplify our Seven Core Values

The responsibilities associated with positive alumni relations efforts
 
The strengths and weaknesses of the chapter’s alumni engagement and use it 
to better prepare future alumnus
 
The chapter and alumni leadership to develop meaningful opportunities for 
engagement

Contributions of time, talent, and treasure from alumni brothers

A lifelong commitment to the brotherhood and to our Seven Core Values
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Congratulations brother on your appointment as your 
chapter’s High Rho. This position will require you to 
work diligently to ensure that your chapter lives up to its 
highest standards. The document you are currently 
accessing is your officer Operation’s Guide. This 
interactive document will be your go-to resource in 
successfully implementing the standards that this officer 
position entails.

The first part of the Operations Guide is the specific 
operations you should be completing. These operations 
are separated by Basic, Advanced, and Exceptional. 
With each of these operations, you can click on the “Jump to Section” to view a page that 
will give you a description on how to complete that operation. The operations list also has 
a checkbox you can use when you have completed the operation. When your Educational 
Leadership Consultant visits with you, he will evaluate you on whether or not you have 
completed these operations. 

There is also a navigation tab at the bottom of the screen that can take you to the previous 
or next page or the first or last page. You can click on the Basic, Advanced, or 
Exceptional tabs on the right side of each page to jump back to the operations list at the 
beginning of the document. At the end of this document, there is a textbox where you can 
keep notes and blank list where you can create your goals and task. 

Should you have any additional questions about the operations of your officer position that 
are not covered in this Operations Guide please feel free to e-mail the Chapter Service’s 
staff at programming@lambdachi.org.

From all of us at Lambda Chi Alpha International Headquarters, we wish you the best 
going forward as you continue to promote the values and lessons of our Fraternity.

In ZAX,

Nicholas Zuniga
Director of Chapter Services
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

Operations Guide
A Message from the International Headquarters

mailto:programming@lambdachi.org
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Basic / Core
   The lamp is symbolic with learning and consistent with the initial levels of the Inner  
   Circle and True Leader (Faithful Steward).  At the basic level, the officer demonstrates  
   an understanding of the essential duties needed to meet the most basic duties of his  
   High Zeta position.

Officer Task Jump to Section Frequency

1. Review Operations Guide and complete officer 
transition

Jump to Section Immediately following 
election

2. Review modules and become certified on Officer 
Academy

Jump to Section (Within 60 days of taking 
office

3. Prepare proposed High Rho Budget and Calendar Jump to Section As necessary
4. Establish and maintain a forum to share chapter news 

and updates with alumni brothers 
Jump to Section Ongoing

5. Create and maintain a chapter alumni directory Jump to Section Ongoing
6. Work with an alumnus and High Kappa to host an 

educational session on transitioning from a collegiate 
member to alumni  brother with an emphasis on 
lifetime brotherhood

Jump to Section Each academic term

7. Work with High Beta to establish a senior 
involvement/recognition program to encourage 
participation in chapter, mentor younger members or 
plan a chapter event

Jump to Section Each academic term

8. Work with High Alpha and High Pi to identify 
candidates to serve on the chapter’s Alumni Advisory 
Board 

Jump to Section Ongoing

9. Work with High Gamma to ensure graduating 
chapter members update their contact  information 
through MyLCA

Jump to Section Within a month prior to 
graduation

10. Prepare for and meet with the ELC during his visit Jump to Section Twice a year
11. Transition the incoming High Rho Jump to Section Immediately following 

election

Operations Guide
Basic Operations
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Operations Guide
Advanced Operations

Advanced / Essential
The cross & crescent are symbolic of growth and the cross is our guide in folowing 
that ideal.  At the advanced level, the officer not only meets basic expectations but 
demonstrates a higher understanding and is able to effectively teach and delegate 
officer tasks to associate members and other brothers in the chapter.

1. Prepare for and participate in High Zeta Retreat Jump to Section Ongoing (365 days)
2. Prepare and present the duties of High Rho in Fraternity 

Education
Jump to Section During each academic term

3. Assist High Theta with submitting chapter & alumni 
updates to the Cross and Crescent on Officer Portal  

Jump to Section Ongoing (365 days)

4. Work with an alumnus and High Sigma to plan and  
host professional development workshops to better  
prepare members for life after graduation  

Jump to Section Ongoing (365 days)

5. Work with High Pi and the established  alumni 
organizations to plan and host an event for  both 
alumni and collegiate members 

Jump to Section Ongoing (365)

6. Serve as a collegiate representative to the 
chapter’s house corporation, if applicable

Jump to Section Ongoing

Officer Tasks Jump to Section Frequency
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Operations Guide
Exceptional Operations

The exceptional officer incorporates the basic and advanced expectations and is able 
to tie the Core Values and Learning Model in his efforts to teach and delegate officer 
tasks to associate members and other brothers in the chapter.

Exceptional / Preferred

Jump to Appendix
Supplementary material that

 support each task required as an officer

Jump to Personal Tasks
Write in your own personal goals for your term as 

an officer task required as an officer

Officer Tasks Jump to Section Frequency

1. Work with High Phi to perform the Graduating Senior 
Ceremony for graduating members

Jump to Section Within a month prior to 
graduation

2. Send thank you notes or emails to any alumnus within 
one week of any donations of time, talent, or treasure 

Jump to Section Ongoing

3. Share and publicize General Fraternity, Educational 
Foundation, university, and community events which 
focus on career development, such as Mentor Academy 

Jump to Section Ongoing

4. Prepare and submit applications for Lambda Chi Alpha 
and campus awards 

Jump to Section As necessary
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Continued

Review Operations Guide and complete officer 
transition

Constitutional Duties and Responsibilities

According to the Constitution and Statutory Code of Lambda Chi Alpha,

“The High Rho shall be the liaison between the Chapter and Alumni Brothers, and he shall be 
responsible for the development of a program to transition upperclassmen to alumni status and to 
educate Collegiate Brothers on the meaning of a lifetime of true brotherhood.”

General Duties and Responsibilities

The general responsibilities of the High Rho shall be:

• To promote Lambda Chi Alpha to the campus and community through an active public relations 
program.

• To direct the chapter’s service efforts through the planning and implementation of philanthropic and 
community service events.

• To involve all brothers in the chapter’s community service programming through the use of teams, 
committees, and incentive programs to maximize participation.

• To involve all chapter brothers in worthy campus and community activities, events and affairs.

A successful High Rho understands and executes all of the various responsibilities of his office.  At times, 
certain responsibilities may take precedence, but the most effective High Rho never loses sight of all his 
responsibilities.

Officer Transition

For a chapter/colony to be successful, it is important this its officers don’t “reinvent the wheel.”  Valuable 
information and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  To assist in this 
process an Officer Transition Checklist can be found in the Appendix.
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This is where the Title goes for the Header of the 
Manual Officer Task

Continued

According Code III-17 of the Constitution and Statutory Code of Lambda Chi Alpha, 

“The High Beta shall serve as Vice President of the Chapter and shall assist the High Alpha in the perfor-
mance of his duties, and in the absence or disability of the High Alpha, he shall succeed to his powers 
and duties. He shall be Chairman of the Committee on Membership Involvement of his Chapter. He shall 
be an exofficio member of all other committees of the Chapter, including the Executive Committee, without 
a vote, except that he shall have a vote on the Executive Committee if he has been elected as one of the 
two active members or as the alternate member as provided for in Code III-30”

The general responsibilities of the High Beta are as follows:

• Involve all brothers in the chapter’s programming through the use of teams, committees, and incentive 
programs to maximize participation.

• Involve all chapter brothers in worthy campus activities, events and affairs.

• Act as the chapter’s second ranking officer, replacing the High Alpha in his absence or inability to func-
tion.

• Serve as an ex-officio, non-voting brother of the Executive Committee, unless elected as a voting brother 
of the Executive Committee.

Officer Transition 

For a chapter/colony to be successful, it is important that its officers don’t “reinvent the wheel”.  Valuable 
information and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  Valuable information 
and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  To assist in this process, an Of-
ficer Transition Checklist was created and can be found in the Appendix  

It is recommended that both the incoming and outgoing officer review the checklist before the actual transi-
tion occur.
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Review Operations Guide and complete officer 
transition

Continued

Claiming Your Officer Portal Account

Officer Portal is Lambda Chi Alpha’s online administration portal and is important for communication be-
tween your chapter and the Office of Administration. Follow these three simple steps to claim your account 
on Officer Portal: 

•Step 1 

 o Go to op.lambdachi.org, then click “if you are an officer and don’t have an account, click here 
to get your account.” 

	  
•Step 2 

 o Select your chapter of initiation.

 o Enter your last name and first name at the time of your initiation. 

 o Enter your membership/roll number. 

•Do not enter your date of birth if you have a roll number. If you are an associate member, you must enter 
in your date of birth. (DD/MM/YYYY). 

 o An email will then be sent to your email address that is on file for you. 
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Continued

According Code III-17 of the Constitution and Statutory Code of Lambda Chi Alpha, 

“The High Beta shall serve as Vice President of the Chapter and shall assist the High Alpha in the perfor-
mance of his duties, and in the absence or disability of the High Alpha, he shall succeed to his powers 
and duties. He shall be Chairman of the Committee on Membership Involvement of his Chapter. He shall 
be an exofficio member of all other committees of the Chapter, including the Executive Committee, without 
a vote, except that he shall have a vote on the Executive Committee if he has been elected as one of the 
two active members or as the alternate member as provided for in Code III-30”

The general responsibilities of the High Beta are as follows:

• Involve all brothers in the chapter’s programming through the use of teams, committees, and incentive 
programs to maximize participation.

• Involve all chapter brothers in worthy campus activities, events and affairs.

• Act as the chapter’s second ranking officer, replacing the High Alpha in his absence or inability to func-
tion.

• Serve as an ex-officio, non-voting brother of the Executive Committee, unless elected as a voting brother 
of the Executive Committee.

Officer Transition 

For a chapter/colony to be successful, it is important that its officers don’t “reinvent the wheel”.  Valuable 
information and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  Valuable information 
and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  To assist in this process, an Of-
ficer Transition Checklist was created and can be found in the Appendix  

It is recommended that both the incoming and outgoing officer review the checklist before the actual transi-
tion occur.
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Review Operations Guide and complete officer 
transition

•Step 3 

 o Check your email for further instructions

The High Gamma and the High Alpha listed in Officer Portal are the only authorized users to make 
changes to the officer roster. Immediately following any officer elections or on the day of the official 
officer transitions, the High Gamma or High Alpha must complete the Report of Elections, otherwise of-
ficers may a have difficult time claiming their account and gaining access to Officer Portal and Officer 
Academy. 

Please contact opsupport@lambdachi.org if you have any issues and need assistance. 
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Continued

According Code III-17 of the Constitution and Statutory Code of Lambda Chi Alpha, 

“The High Beta shall serve as Vice President of the Chapter and shall assist the High Alpha in the perfor-
mance of his duties, and in the absence or disability of the High Alpha, he shall succeed to his powers 
and duties. He shall be Chairman of the Committee on Membership Involvement of his Chapter. He shall 
be an exofficio member of all other committees of the Chapter, including the Executive Committee, without 
a vote, except that he shall have a vote on the Executive Committee if he has been elected as one of the 
two active members or as the alternate member as provided for in Code III-30”

The general responsibilities of the High Beta are as follows:

• Involve all brothers in the chapter’s programming through the use of teams, committees, and incentive 
programs to maximize participation.

• Involve all chapter brothers in worthy campus activities, events and affairs.

• Act as the chapter’s second ranking officer, replacing the High Alpha in his absence or inability to func-
tion.

• Serve as an ex-officio, non-voting brother of the Executive Committee, unless elected as a voting brother 
of the Executive Committee.

Officer Transition 

For a chapter/colony to be successful, it is important that its officers don’t “reinvent the wheel”.  Valuable 
information and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  Valuable information 
and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  To assist in this process, an Of-
ficer Transition Checklist was created and can be found in the Appendix  

It is recommended that both the incoming and outgoing officer review the checklist before the actual transi-
tion occur.
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Review modules and get certified on Officer      
Academy 

Lambda Chi Alpha offers a unique program to support all chapter officers; Officer Academy. This 
program was designed to provide officers with an overview of their position and Lambda Chi Alpha 
policies and laws. This is a resource for officers who didn’t get a proper transition. 

Getting Started 

In order to access Officer Academy you need to first set up your Officer Portal account. Work with your 
High Gamma to complete this process if you are unsure how to do so.  Once you set up your Officer 
Portal account it will be 24 hours before you will be able to login to Officer Academy. Once that time 
has elapsed you will use your same username and password from Officer Portal for Officer Academy. 
To access Officer Academy go to oa.lambdachi.org. 

The Process

Once you have your Officer Academy all set up, you will begin to review modules. Each officer has 
specific modules to review. These cover his role and responsibilities. In addition there are general 
modules which all officers must review. The modules each take around 15-20 minutes to review and 
have an audio feature. Once you begin a module you should finish. 

Once you have reviewed all of the officer-specific and general modules it’s time to take the certification. 
The certification allows you to test your knowledge. Each officer has 60 days from their officer start 
date, which is recorded in Officer Portal, to successfully complete the certification, with no less than 
90%, from the day they are recorded in office on Officer Portal. Each officer gets 2 attempts to achieve 
it; note that you must wait 24 hours between attempts. The official cut off for discount consideration on 
your chapter or colony’s Risk Management Assessment (RMA) will be November 1 in the fall and April 1 
in the spring. 

Other Features

Officer Academy offers several other features to support our chapter officers and Executive Committee 
members. 

Discussion- The discussion feature allows officers to collaborate with other officers from different chapters 
and colonies. You can post questions or ideas, starting a feed of responses from others. You can directly 
access of the discussion by going to oa.lambdachi.org/forum. 

Library- Officer Academy offers a library which provides officers with resources to aid them in their 
positions such as each Operations Guide. 

Video- The video feature offers videos to enhance their positions and provide them with information 
about Lambda Chi Alpha today. 

If you have questions about Officer Academy please contact your ELC or email  
programming@lambdachi.org. 

oa.lambdachi.org
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Continued

Prepare proposed High Rho Budget and Calendar

Creating a Balanced Budget

Each High Zeta officer needs to plan in advance what his financial needs will be.  This will help prevent 
problems from occurring, such as not having adequate funds toward the end of the semester/quarter.  
First, the officer should create a list of events or activities that he would like to implement throughout the 
budget timeframe.

Once the officer has developed a list of notes, he should begin to create a budget proposal.  The 
officer should take into account the following information:

• The previous officer’s budget and actual expenditures

• Chapter/Colony goals

• Officer goals

• Chapter/Colony Mission and Vision

It should be noted that the document being created is only a proposal and does not mean that the 
Executive Committee and/or chapter/colony will approve the budget.  An example of an officer budget 
can be found in the Appendix.

Creating a Balanced Calendar

A balanced calendar provides the chapter with a solid programming schedule, versus a schedule 
dominated by one area of operations.  It is also important for all members to know their commitments 
well in advance to increase attendance.  As preparation, each High Zeta officer and appointed 
position should be prepared with possible dates for his events and/or programs.  The officer should also 
come prepared with a back-up plan if the dates they want are taken.
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According Code III-17 of the Constitution and Statutory Code of Lambda Chi Alpha, 

“The High Beta shall serve as Vice President of the Chapter and shall assist the High Alpha in the perfor-
mance of his duties, and in the absence or disability of the High Alpha, he shall succeed to his powers 
and duties. He shall be Chairman of the Committee on Membership Involvement of his Chapter. He shall 
be an exofficio member of all other committees of the Chapter, including the Executive Committee, without 
a vote, except that he shall have a vote on the Executive Committee if he has been elected as one of the 
two active members or as the alternate member as provided for in Code III-30”

The general responsibilities of the High Beta are as follows:

• Involve all brothers in the chapter’s programming through the use of teams, committees, and incentive 
programs to maximize participation.

• Involve all chapter brothers in worthy campus activities, events and affairs.

• Act as the chapter’s second ranking officer, replacing the High Alpha in his absence or inability to func-
tion.

• Serve as an ex-officio, non-voting brother of the Executive Committee, unless elected as a voting brother 
of the Executive Committee.

Officer Transition 

For a chapter/colony to be successful, it is important that its officers don’t “reinvent the wheel”.  Valuable 
information and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  Valuable information 
and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  To assist in this process, an Of-
ficer Transition Checklist was created and can be found in the Appendix  

It is recommended that both the incoming and outgoing officer review the checklist before the actual transi-
tion occur.
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Prepare proposed High Rho Budget and Calendar
Keep in mind all school dates:

• First Day of Class

• Breaks/Holidays

• Formal Recruitment

• Midterms

• Homecoming

• Dead & Finals Week

• All Greek/IFC Events

• Campus Sporting Events

Have officers suggest events and programs:

• Chapter/Colony Retreat

• High Zeta Retreat

• Faculty Reception

• Parents’ Weekend

• Food drive

• Chapter/Colony Awards Banquet

• Philanthropies

• Community Service Events

• Harm Reduction Education Sessions

• Pre-Initiation

• FRED Sessions

• Big Brother/Little Brother Ceremony

• Associate Member Ceremony

• Recruitment Events

• Recruitment Retreat

• Academic Educational Sessions

• Ritual

• ZAX Sessions

• Officer Installation Ceremony

• Informal Training Session

• Academic Educational Sessions

• Social Events

• Alumni Events

• Formal

• House Clean-Up

 

Don’t forget about deadlines:

• Chapter Roster Due Dates

• Chapter Billing Statement Due Dates

• Event Planning Forms Due Dates

• IFC Balance Due Dates 

 

After deciding the priorities, spread the events and 
programs evenly throughout the term.  Remember, 
the main priority of going to school is to get an 
education.  Once the calendar is completed it 
should be sent to the Executive Committee for 
review.  It should then be sent to the chapter/
colony for approval.

It should be noted on the schedule what events are 
mandatory and which events are voluntary
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One of the biggest responsibilities of the High Rho is to serve as the liaison between the collegiate 
and alumni members. For alumni members to stay engaged it is important to create a forum where 
communication can occur. 

This forum can come in many different forms. 

1. Social Media- Many chapters utilize social media, such as Facebook, to create a page where 
chapter news and updates can be shared with alumni. This also creates a space where alumni can 
interact with each other, and the chapter can receive news about them. 

2. Newsletter- A newsletter is a good way to share a large amount of detailed information about 
the chapter and its members, both alumni and collegiate. It is important to be consistent with the 
frequency of these newsletter, as many alumni look forward to and rely on receiving these to receive 
chapter information. It is also good to upload these newsletters to social media in case the chapter 
has outdated information. You can find a sample newsletter in the Appendix.

3. Website- Some chapters/colonies choose to create an alumni website or dedicate part of their 
existing website to alumni engagement. Often this allows alumni to access chapter resources and 
calendar. 

4. Invitations- It is encouraged that you take the time to invite alumni brothers to some chapter events. 
This can be mailed invitations, communicated through social media, or through email. Good events 
to invite alumni to include homecoming events, Founders Day, Associate Member Ceremony, and 
Initiation Ritual exemplifications. 

Important tips for communicating with Alumni Brothers 

1. When an alumni brother remembers his Fraternity, he does not think about the current collegiate 
members or the chapter/colony as it is today; rather, he remembers his college years and the 
brothers he was in the chapter with. It is important to appeal to that. By putting a greater emphasis 
on alumni news, more alumni members will be interested in reach out to the chapter or read the 
established forum. 

2. The earlier the better. The older we get the more time commitments and responsibilities we 
undertake. For more alumni members their schedule is set months in advance. So when sharing news 
about upcoming events remember to include the information in chapter communication as soon as 
the details are set. 

3. Utilize multiple forms of communication. Some alumni brothers will be very tech savvy and others will 
not. So by offering multiple means of communication this expands the alumni your chapter/colony is 

Establish and maintain a forum to share chapter 
news and updates with alumni brothers
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The chapter should always maintain a database of all pertinent alumni information. Common programs 
to use are Excel or Access, but depending on the amount of alumni and information a chapter is able to 
maintain, you may want to investigate a more advanced contact management or database program. It 
is imperative that the chapter maintains accurate records – for its own sake and so that this directory of 
information is considered valuable to and requested by the alumni. 

A useful tool in promoting communication among the alumni is the Alumni Directory. A directory that 
includes names, addresses, class years, occupations, telephone numbers, and email addresses can be 
a valuable service to the alumni of the chapter. Supplying the alumni with membership directories will 
definitely enhance your alumni relations program. 

Compile a complete mailing list of your alumni from several sources: the International Office, your 
university’s alumni office, and other alumni. You may also wish to compile email addresses, occupations, 
and additional information on each alumnus.

The following is a suggested outline for the publishing of an alumni membership directory:

• Get a copy of your alumni mailing list from the school alumni office, chapter alumni organization, or 
a list that has been maintained by your chapter.

• Make a concentrated effort to update the list and locate lost alumni. Above all, the directory should 
be as complete and accurate as possible.

• Once your alumni listing has been updated, arrange the addresses into two ways: alphabetical and 
by class year. 

a. A directory should include at least: 

• full name

• class year

• mailing address

• phone number 

• email address

b. An alumni membership directory can be a simple listing; however, a few extra features 
(such as spouse’s name, fraternity nickname, if they held an office) can be added to increase 
the quality of the publication.

• Next is to decide on if this directory should be distribute electronically or printed. If you decide 
on printing, then once you decide on your format and the approximate size of the publication, contact 
several printers to get estimates.

Create and maintain a chapter alumni directory
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Continued

As the chapter/colony’s High Rho, one of the major responsibilities is assisting in educating 
upperclassmen on transitioning from collegiate member to alumni brother. For this educational session to 
be best received it would be encouraged to identify an alumnus to assist you with this session. Some of 
the areas this session should cover include:

• What does a lifetime of true brotherhood mean? How can Lambda Chi Alpha continue to play a 
role in your life after graduation? 

• What are expectations for alumni members? How does it differ from expectations of collegiate 
members? 

• What opportunities exist for alumni members? How can you stay involved? 

• What resources are available for young alumni to assist in finding a career? 

It is important to know the opportunities that are available for alumni to remain engaged in Lambda Chi 
Alpha. Some opportunities include: 

• Serving on an Alumni Advisory Board 

• Getting involved in a regional alumni association

• Serving as a Master Steward

• Serving as a chapter or colony’s High Pi

• Serving on a chapter or colony’s House Corporation

Regional Alumni Associations 

A Regional Alumni Association is another major group within the alumni membership whose activities 
and functions differ from those of other alumni-related groups.  Whereas a house corporation maintains 
the physical assets and insurance needs of a chapter house, an alumni advisory board advises the 
undergraduate chapter operations in addition to the High Pi; area alumni associations are more 
specifically related to providing networking and fellowship for all alumni.

These regional groups are governed by the Educational Foundation and are managed at the local level 
by key alumni volunteers. The purpose of the headquarters presence is to continue to provide a level of 
engagement and communication from the headquarters to area alumni.

Work with an alumnus and High Kappa to host an 
educational session on transitioning from a collegiate 
member to alumni brother with an emphasis on 
lifetime
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Continued

Work with an alumnus and High Kappa to host an 
educational session on transitioning from a collegiate 
member to alumni brother with an emphasis on 
lifetime

The primary intent of a Regional Alumni Association is to increase the participation and interest level 
among regional alumni by building communication links and hosting gatherings to foster the spirit 
of brotherhood across North America.  Each area alumni association is responsible for promoting 
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity to the local community. The reasons for participating in a regional alumni 
association are often similar to the reason for joining Lambda Chi Alpha as an undergraduate.  Some of 
these include social and professional networking opportunities, community service functions, and general 
fellowship.

Alumni Advisory Board

An Alumni Advisory Board is a board comprised of alumni members in good standing. The role of 
this board is to advise the chapter on proper management, provide continuity of chapter or colony’s 
operations by providing ongoing mentoring and counseling to officers, auditing financial records, and 
any functions requested by the Grand High Zeta. This board is led by the chapter’s High Pi. It is also 
important to note that these individuals do not have to be initiated by the chapter they are advising.

This is a great resource for chapters or colonies which allow them to learn from the past experiences of 
alumni members and to collaborate with them to further advance the chapter. 

Master Stewards

Master Stewards are alumni in good standing that have been working with chapters for a number of 
years, or are in higher education, and meet the general requirements of an alumni advisor.  Master 
Stewards receive a unique level of training that enables the General Fraternity to provide an extension 
of our educational curriculum and meet the operational needs of our chapters. The primary focus of the 
Master Steward is to work with designated chapters and provide additional support as requested by the 
local chapter or through direction given by the General Fraternity.  

Master Stewards serve as a great resource for chapters. They can assist by facilitating retreats 
(recruitment, strategic planning, etc.), providing advice, and pushing the chapter beyond the basic 
expectations. If you would like to request a Master Steward visit you can do so through Officer Portal or 
contact the International office at volunteering@lambdachi.org. 
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Work with an alumnus and High Kappa to host an 
educational session on transitioning from a collegiate 
member to alumni brother with an emphasis on 
lifetime

House Corporation

The House Corporation is the board which manages and owns the housing facility for the chapter or 
colony. They should work to ensure the corporation’s finances are managed by establishing appropriate 
rent and making sound investments. In addition, the house corporation should work with the collegiate 
members to ensure the property is being properly maintained. 

High Pi

The High Pi is the alumni advisor for a chapter or colony. This individual serves as the chair of the 
Alumni Advisory Board and works directly with the collegiate members. Of all the volunteer opportunities 
this one requires the most time. The High Pi should attend High Zeta, chapter/colony meetings, and is 
a voting member of the Executive Committee. To be considered for a position of High Pi, candidates 
must be a least two years out of school, approved by the chapter or colony, and complete a 
certification process. For more information about serving as a High Pi contact the International office at 
volunteering@lambdachi.org.  
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Continued

A strong chapter keeps all brothers involved and utilizes the experiences of the older brothers to improve 
the chapter. The High Rho and High Beta must involve the senior brothers in the chapter’s programming 
and identify areas where the seniors can offer guidance to the chapter. A good senior involvement 
program offers the seniors specific opportunities to be involved and help the chapter.

A key to developing a good senior involvement program is identifying the needs of seniors. The seniors 
are more conscious of what Lambda Chi Alpha can do for them in the long term and how Lambda Chi 
Alpha will help them develop their marketable skills. Seniors want to utilize their talents to build better 
events and programs for the chapter. The High Beta should work with High Rho to appoint an ad hoc 
committee of seniors to work with the chapter and develop some of the ideas listed below.

Awards and History

The senior committee may also consider compiling and completing the various campus and Lambda Chi 
Alpha award applications. This allows the chapter to apply for all of the recognition it deserves without 
requiring the services of the current High Zeta officers. It’s also a great way for the seniors to see the 
chapter receive recognition for its efforts.

The senior committee may also be asked to act as a historical committee. In this role, the senior 
committee would compile scrapbooks of major chapter events of each school term. The seniors might 
also work on developing a written history of their time in the chapter, a document that can be kept 
for their return as alumni. If this task is completed annually, the chapter has an opportunity to keep a 
detailed history of their brothers and its activities.

The Senior Project

The senior committee always designates and completes a senior project. A senior project is something 
tangible that improves the chapter. Examples include building or purchasing new equipment and 
furniture for the chapter house, or donating money to start a scholarship fund for the chapter.

The senior committee may also manage and plan a special chapter project such as the major spring 
philanthropy or the spring formal. Giving the seniors control of a special event will increase their 
enthusiasm and participation in other chapter events.

Ask the senior committee to make regular reports to the chapter and hold them accountable to their 
goals. Don’t allow the committee to meet at campus bars or degenerate into a drinking outing for the 
brothers. The goal is to keep the seniors involved in the chapter’s programming, not allow them to 
separate themselves from the general membership.

Work with High Beta to establish a senior 
involvement/recognition program to encourage 
participation in chapter, mentor younger members or 
plan a chapter event
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Work with High Beta to establish a senior 
involvement/recognition program to encourage 
participation in chapter, mentor younger members or 
plan a chapter event

Developing Recognition for Seniors

The chapter may offer a “Senior of the Year” award to recognize the most involved brother of the 
senior class. The chapter may have a senior ceremony or dinner where the departing chapter brothers 
are saluted for their contributions. This event may be combined with a senior will ceremony, and the 
awarding of a gift to the chapter from the senior class.
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Continued

An alumni advisory board (AAB) exists solely to improve Lambda Chi Alpha experience for the 
undergraduate chapter. Men who serve on the AAB are looking to give some of their time and 
knowledge back to the chapter. 

Starting and maintaining an AAB is generally the responsibility of the High Pi and the High Rho, but 
again the High Alpha will be expected to play a highly visible role in the group’s operations. In your 
role as High Rho, you should work with the High Pi or another alumnus to identify candidates to fulfill 
these roles. An ideal advisory board would have an advisor for each member of the High Zeta. 

An alumni advisory board has four main objectives:

1. Act as mentors, counseling and guiding undergraduate members

2. Act as teachers to develop and refine fraternity related skills

3. Act as evaluators to help measure success and compliance with Lambda Chi Alpha’s standards

4. Act as a cheerleader, offering encouragement and recognition for achievements by the chapter and 
individual members 

Most chapters have some type of alumni advisory resources available to them. Often alumni involvement 
surfaces on a regular basis and is utilized by the chapter. In too many instances, however, a chapter has 
only a few alumni involved on a sporadic basis, and alumni become organized in advising the chapter 
only when the chapter’s operations decline to the point of being life-threatening. 

So why is a functioning alumni advisory board so important to the successful operations of a chapter or 
colony? 

• It shows alumni commitment 

• Provides a process for alumni involvement and help, which then becomes easier to manage and 
coordinate. 

• Provides an experienced perspective by supplying the chapter with information, expertise and insight

• Provides regular and individualized officer support, training and advising

• Assists the chapter in making the “tough brotherhood” decisions by helping members develop self-
discipline and responsibility

• Teaches techniques of good leadership

• Assists the chapter in working toward the achievement of its objectives and goals

Work with High Alpha and High Pi to identify 
candidates to serve on the chapter’s Alumni Advisory 
Board
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Work with High Alpha and High Pi to identify 
candidates to serve on the chapter’s Alumni Advisory 
Board

• Assists the chapter in obtaining more alumni support and involvement

• Provides a better networking system, for both undergraduates and alumni

• It further strengthens the fraternal experience

Simply outlined, the purpose of an AAB is to work hand-in-hand with the chapter’s officers, committees 
and members toward the goal of expanding the day-to-day operations and programs of the chapter.

Usually, the AAB is chaired by the High Pi. The AAB can contain anywhere from three to 15 alumni 
working closely with an officer or a committee. Ideally, an alumnus works only with one officer or 
committee in an area where he has a natural interest or expertise. 

Alumni participation in the AAB will vary, but a good adviser will be in contact with his undergraduate 
officer twice a month by phone or e-mail, and will meet with the officer at least twice a term to have a 
more in-depth discussion. When possible, some more involved alumni will want to participate in High 
Zeta meetings, committee meetings, and chapter events. 

The alumni advisory board itself should meet at least four times a year, always when school is in session, 
so members can meet directly with their respective undergraduate officers. At the meetings of the AAB, 
discussion should center on how the alumni can help the chapter address some pressing problems, or 
how to help the chapter meet its current goals. 

The High Alpha can choose to help make the alumni advisory board a strength of the chapter or he 
can simply ignore the opportunities that are available in the AAB. In assisting with the operations of 
the alumni advisory board, a High Alpha must set the example by meeting regularly with his own 
alumni adviser and seeking advice from that adviser. The High Alpha also must constantly remind other 
officers to make contact with their alumni advisers, to keep them informed and to seek advice whenever 
possible.

In many cases the High Alpha might need to work with the High Pi and High Rho to develop a schedule 
of AAB meetings for the year, so they coincide with chapter events the alumni might want to attend. 
Finally, the High Alpha must continually help with the recruitment of alumni to serve on the AAB. Over 
time some alumni will need to drop their commitment to serve. Through recruitment, the chapter can 
always have a replacement ready to step in and keep up the counseling and mentoring. 

For chapters looking to start an alumni advisory board, the Lambda Chi Alpha’s Educational Leadership 
Consultants often schedule time to help organize an AAB or update an operating group on current 
Fraternity trends and policies. If a chapter wants help in forming an AAB or working with one already in 
place, the High Alpha should call a Lambda Chi Alpha staff member to request specific assistance.
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As you work to educate upperclassmen on transitioning from collegiate members to alumni brothers, it 
is important that they are staying connected. MyLCA is a great resource for doing this. MyLCA offers 
members the opportunities to search for alumni based on what chapter or colony they are from, where 
they live, graduation year, etc. 

So as the High Rho you should encourage and assist all members with updating their profile on their 
MyLCA account prior to them graduating. Here are the steps for updating information on MyLCA: 

1. Go to mylca.lambdachi.org

2. Login (If you are an officer it is the same information you use to log into Officer Portal and Officer 
Academy)

3. Click on “My Information” at the top of the screen. 

4. Update all information (remember to use a different email from your school account because access 
to that email changes after graduation). 

Work with High Gamma to ensure graduating 
chapter members update their contact information 
through MyLCA
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Lambda Chi Alpha maintains a team of Educational Leadership Consultants (ELC). One of the most 
valuable services offered by the General Fraternity, the ELCs provide professional analysis and 
assistance for each chapter – twice annually – with emphasis on the chapter operations, membership, 
or special problems.  They work with the chapter officers in evaluating their duties, analyzing current 
problems, and developing pragmatic programs suited to each chapter’s special situation.

In addition to this Operation Guide, during your meeting with the ELC you should bring the following 
items to your meeting:

• Officer goals and action plan

• Copy of officer budget

• Copy of officer calendar

• Committee Assignments

• Committee goals, minutes, and evaluation reports

You should also come to your meeting with questions to ask the ELC.  This is a great opportunity for 
you to address any issues or concerns you may have about your office and get some feedback and 
recommendation.

As High Rho, come to the ELC meeting with the following information: 

• Alumni Directory 

• Descriptions of alumni events conducted 

• Descriptions of senior involvement/recognition program 

• 

The ELC meeting is a great place to receive feedback on upcoming events, gain ideas of education 
sessions, and get your questions and concerns answered. Take full advantage of this meeting. 

Prepare for and meet with the ELC during his visit
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It is your duty to ensure that the officer who follows you is better prepared to hold the office than you 
were when you entered.  All good work and knowledge that you gained while serving on the High 
Zeta should be passed on to the next High Rho in its entirety.  Make sure that all knowledge that he 
needs to be successful is transferred to him.

For a chapter/colony to be successful, it is important this its officers don’t “reinvent the wheel.”  Valuable 
information and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  To assist in this 
process an Officer Transition Checklist can be found in the Appendix.

It is recommended that both the incoming and outgoing officer review the checklist before the actual 
transition occurs.

Transition the incoming High Rho
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Continued

Prepare for and participate in High Zeta retreat

The High Zeta Retreat

A retreat allows a chapter to step back and examine its membership and operations, to renew its com-
mitments to each other and Lambda Chi Alpha and to plan for the future.

A good retreat has several features:

1. It is truly a retreat, held away from the campus and everyday chapter life.  Hotels, other chapters, 
state parks and resorts are all excellent sites for a retreat.  A retreat may be for a single day, a half 
day, three hours, or could include as many as three days away from campus.

2. A clearly establish purpose for the retreat is communicate to involved brothers.  A chapter may 
choose to have a retreat to discuss problems among brothers, address a specific issue like recruit-
ment, or to plan for the coming school term.

3. All affected brothers are expected to participate.  Some retreats may only be for a specific commit-
tee or the High Zeta; most are for the entire membership.

4. A good retreat offers a variety of activities, regardless of its focus.  There should be an effort to bal-
ance fun with learning and serious discussion.  There should be an effort to balance fun with learn-
ing and serious discussion.  The retreat features events and competitions that will build brotherhood.  
All retreats are alcohol free.

Depending on the chapter’s circumstances, there may be annual or semiannual retreats for the High 
Zeta.  A retreat for the High zeta focuses on goal setting, calendar planning and building a winning 
team of officers.

A standard High Zeta retreat includes a round table discussion of each officer and the individual stan-
dards areas that officer is responsible for.  The High Zeta provides feedback and suggestions for improv-
ing each area.  The High Zeta then sets priorities for the chapter’s goals for the coming year or semester 
and determines what committees and officers were responsible for achieving each goal. A discussion 
on working together and opening lines of communication is also held.  If possible, the High Zeta should 
participate in team building activities (this requires the use of outside facilitators specially trained for such 
events) to build trust in each other and understanding of other people’s opinions.

The Role of High Rho  

As a new officer for a one-year term, you should set three or more SMART Goals for you to achieve by 
the end of your term.  An explanation of SMART Goals can be found in the Appendix. 
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Prepare for and participate in High Zeta retreat

As you prepare and participate in the High Zeta Retreat, make sure that you have received and re-
viewed the following:

• An electronic copy of the High Rho’s Operations Guide

• A copy of last year’s High Rho’s Budget and Calendar

• A written summary of the last year’s goals and accomplishments

• Ideas for alumni engagement and development programs 

• Potential dates for alumni  gatherings or events 
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To aid in the transition process and in the overall knowledge of all members of your chapter, each officer 
needs to present his duties to the chapter membership during Fraternity Education.  Explaining your office 
must be more comprehensive than saying “I am the Alumni Relations Chairman” in your first chapter 
meeting.  

Utilize this operations guide as a model to communicate the duties of your office to all members.  Read 
each numbered operations task and expound on why/how that task is pertinent to the success of your 
chapter.  

The job of each officer is to leave the chapter better than they came into it and providing legitimate 
explanations of officer duties will assist in officer transitions, committees, and holding officers 
accountable to completing their tasks.

Fraternity Education, High Zeta Presentation Outline

1. Introduction (Your name, major, why you joined Lambda Chi Alpha, etc.)

2. Overview of position (Roles and Responsibilities)

3. Why you took this position

4. Goals (What do you hope to accomplish during your term)

5. Upcoming Events 

6. Involvement Opportunities (Recruit for your committees) 

7. Questions

Prepare for and present the duties of High Rho in 
Fraternity Education
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The Cross & Crescent is Lambda Chi Alpha’s official fraternity magazine which includes TRUE Brother 
News, history and a feature or two about prominent or interesting alumni brothers, and Chapter News. 
The Cross & Crescent is produced each month by a dedicated team of staff and volunteers. These folks 
work hard to publish a quality magazine each month, packaging it in both web and PDF-based formats. 
Make sure your chapter receives the Cross & Crescent each month by subscribing on the Lambda Chi 
Alpha website. There is no charge for subscribing. 

Chapters are encouraged to share updates from chapters about their awards and achievements to 
publish in the Cross & Crescent magazine. Chapter News is our most read section. The General 
Fraternity are looking for news (and photos, 300 dpi preferred) about chapter awards, fundraisers, 
community service events, and member accomplishments (varsity athlete, student government, etc.). 

To submit these updates, visit Officer Portal, click on the Forms icon, and use the Submit Chapter News 
form to share the good things your chapter is doing. Work with your High Gamma to submit chapter 
news. Or send an email to editor@lambdachi.org  to submit your chapter news, alumni news, photos 
and story ideas. Please provide as much information about each person or chapter you mention; noting 
a full name, school of initiation, and graduation year. 

Assist High Theta with submitting chapter & alumni 
updates to the Cross and Crescent on Officer Portal
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As High Rho, you are responsible for assisting members as they prepare to become alumni brothers. 
One area where this support can be implemented is through professional development. 

By working with the High Sigma and an alumnus, you should plan and host workshops and educational 
sessions which aim to develop our members for their lives after college

Some potential topics which can be covered include:

• Interview skills and practice

• Resume building and review

• What your employer shouldn’t see on your social media

• How to write professional emails

• How to find an internship

• What is LinkedIn and how do you use it?

• Marketing your Lambda Chi Alpha experience to perspective employers

Work with an alumnus and High Sigma to plan and 
host professional development workshops to better 
prepare members for life after graduation
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As the High Rho, you serve as the liaison between the collegiate members and alumni brothers. One 
way to bridge the gap is through hosting events which allows both parties to interact. If the chapter is 
seeking members for their advisory board or are attempting to raise money there is no better way to 
begin cultivating a relationship. 

There are some important tips to keep in mind in planning an event for alumni members. 

1. Remember that these men may have many time commitments, and it is important to plan and invite 
alumni well in advance. 

2. Do not think about what the collegiate members want to do, think of what the alumni want to do. 
Plan an event that appeals to various age groups and is appropriate for all. 

3. Work through already engaged alumni. Alumni are more likely to respond to other alumni. Work 
with the alumni who are already volunteering with the chapter to reach out to other brothers from 
when they were a collegiate member. 

4. Send invitations through several forums. Remember not all alumni are tech savvy and it is important 
to communicate through several different forums to ensure maximum attendance.

Some examples of events that appeal to both alumni brothers and collegiate members include:

• Collegiate members vs. Alumni Brothers softball game

• Attending a campus sporting event

• Homecoming event

• Award Banquet (recognizing achievements by both alumni and collegiate members)

• Cookout 

• Attending a campus speaker

• Philanthropy event

• Service project

Remember to work with the High Iota to properly complete an Event Planning Form in the appropriate 
time frame for events hosted by the chapter or colony. You should begin this process no later than 1 
month prior to the event; 2 months out is encouraged. 

Work with High Pi and the established alumni 
organizations to plan and host an event for both 
alumni and collegiate members
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If your chapter or colony has an established House Corporation it is common for the High Rho to 
serve on the corporation as a representative for the collegiate chapter. As the liaison for the collegiate 
members it is important to understand issues or concerns expressed by member so they can be properly 
communicated to the house corporation. 

As the representative to the house corporation you should attend all meetings of the house corporation 
and report back to the collegiate members on what is occurring with the corporation. 

Before you start serving in this role, it is important that you do the following things:

1. Reach out to the House Corporation President/Chairman to introduce yourself, establish a 
relationship, and learn when meetings will occur. 

2. Acquire a copy of the House Corporation bylaws.

3. Review the Lambda Chi Alpha Constitution and Statutory Code for information pertaining to house 
corporations.

4. Review chapter bylaws for information pertaining to the house corporation. 

Serve as a collegiate representative to the chapter’s 
house corporation, if applicable
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Lambda Chi Alpha has an open and a closed Graduation and Alumni Ceremony. The open ceremony 
is an exoteric ceremony, open to members and non-members alike. This ceremony is to reaffirm and 
continue the dedication the graduating senior has shown throughout his collegiate career.

This ceremony should be performed before graduation. All parts should be memorized. Attendees 
should be dressed in badge attire.

The open version of the Graduation and Alumni Ceremony can be found in the Document Library on 
Officer Portal. To access the closed version of the Graduation and Alumni Ceremony, contact your 
Educational Leadership Consultant. 

The atmosphere of the ceremonies are formal, but with a feeling of warmth and brotherly affection. 
Equipment needed for the ceremonies include:

• Active Badge 

• Altar and cloth 

• Associate Member Pin 

• Bible  

• Cross and Crescent Collars with Pendants 

• Cross and Crescent Pyramid (Other Cross and Crescent emblem may be substituted.) 

• Fire Extinguisher 

• Greek lamp 

• Officer Collars and Pendants for 7 Members of Performance Team. 

The Performance Team consists of the: High Phi, High Gamma, High Beta, High Alpha, High Kappa, 
High Tau, and the High Epsilon. The Performance Team is dressed in coats and ties. The Performance 
Team members assume their prescribed positions around the altar. An alumnus participates in this 
ceremony as well, and he should wear a coat and tie and one of the Cross and Crescent collars. 

Work with High Phi to perform the Graduating 
Senior Ceremony for graduating members
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Taking the time to acknowledge an alumnus who donated time, talent, or treasure is very important. It 
helps to show the maturity of the chapter and appreciation for alumni engagement. This encourages, 
not only, this member to contribute again but others to do the same. For chapters looking to go the extra 
mile, it is good to note these contributions in the monthly newsletter and on social media as well. 

An example thank you letter is below. 

Send thank you notes or emails to any alumnus 
within one week of any donations of time, talent, or 
treasure
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Many university are offering additional career development resources and events aimed to improved 
students skills. You should work with the other High Zeta members to learn about these events and 
to share them with members. These events can be found on the campus’ career center calendar, 
professional organizations pages, and community calendars and websites such as the chamber of 
commerce. In addition, the Lambda Chi Alpha Educational Foundation offers Mentor Academy. 

Mentoring Academy

The Mentoring Academy is a four to five hour seminar where collegians and alumni will be matched 
together to begin a personal and professional mentoring relationship.  With curriculum rooted in 
Lambda Chi Alpha’s Core Values, the Mentoring Academy is an opportunity to introduce the alumni 
experience to current collegians, and to engage our current alumni in a meaningful way. The Mentoring 
Academy also prepares collegians to become more competitive job seeking candidates and establishes 
mentoring relationships to coach resume building, interviewing skills and personal and professional 
development.

To find out if there is a Mentor Academy near you contact the Educational Foundation at (317) 872-
8000 or your Educational Leadership Consultant. 

Share and publicize General Fraternity, Educational 
Foundation, university, and community events 
which focus on career development, such as Mentor 
Academy
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Lambda Chi Alpha & Campus Awards

Each year, the Lambda Chi Alpha recognizes the outstanding achievements of many of the chapters 
and colonies of Lambda Chi Alpha.  Yet, many outstanding chapter programs and individuals go 
unrecognized because a chapter does not know how to gain the recognition it deserves.  

Most campuses offer a President’s Award or Dean’s Cup for the Outstanding Fraternity on campus, 
along with numerous other Greek awards.  Applying for chapter awards and campus awards is 
typically overseen by the High Alpha or the High Beta, but all officers play a role.  

The applications for Lambda Chi Alpha Awards are made available in the spring for chapters to apply 
and are given out at either the General Assembly or the Leadership Seminar. These applications are 
typically due at the end of March.  If a chapter is interested in applying for an award and does not 
have a copy of the application, the chapter can contact their ELC to request a copy.

Prepare and submit Lambda Chi Alpha and campus 
awards
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Continued

Officer Transition Checklist  

This checklist will provide the incoming and outgoing officer with many talking points that should be 
covered during the transition. 

Duties and Responsibilities
• What are my officer duties and responsi-

bilities?
• Approximately how much time do I spend 

with each?

Officer Manual
• Do you have a copy of the officer manu-

al?
• Were there any sections that were difficult 

for you to comprehend? 

Ceremonies/Rituals
• Do I have a role in the Associate Member 

Ceremony?
• Do I have a role in the Ritual for Conduct-

ing Business Meetings?

Officer Notebook  
• Do you have an officer notebook?
• What should be included in it?

Officer Reports
• Are there any reports that I am responsible 

for?
• If so, when, by whom, and how do they 

need to be completed?

Event Planning Form
• What is the Event Planning Form?
• When do I need to complete them? 

Constitution and Statutory Code, By-Laws
• Are there any policies that directly relate to 

this office?
• Are there any policies that I am responsible 

for enforcing?

Advisers
• Do I have an adviser?   If so, what is the 

role between the two of us?
• What is my role with the Greek adviser?
• Who is the educational leadership consul-

tant in this area?

Committees
• What committees am I on?
• What do I need to know?
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Officer Transition Checklist  

Yearly Calendar
• When did you schedule your 

events?  When should I?
• Are there any deadlines I should 

know about?

Meetings  
• What is my role at the chapter meet-

ing?  High Zeta meeting?
• Am I a member of the Executive Com-

mittee?

Budget
• Can I see a copy of your budget from 

last term?
• What areas do I need more or less 

money?
• Brainstorm and develop a budget 

proposal.

Officer Goals
• What were your goals?
• What goals were met and which ones 

were not?  Why?
• Brainstorm and develop new goals

Advice
• If you had an additional year, what 

would you do different?
• What advice do you have for me?

Programs and Events
• What programs, projects, and/or 

events were effective during the year?  
Why?

• What programs, projects, and/or 
events were not effective during the 
year?  Why?

Additional Questions/Concern
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This is where the Title goes for the Header of the 
Manual Officer Task

According Code III-17 of the Constitution and Statutory Code of Lambda Chi Alpha, 

“The High Beta shall serve as Vice President of the Chapter and shall assist the High Alpha in the perfor-
mance of his duties, and in the absence or disability of the High Alpha, he shall succeed to his powers 
and duties. He shall be Chairman of the Committee on Membership Involvement of his Chapter. He shall 
be an exofficio member of all other committees of the Chapter, including the Executive Committee, without 
a vote, except that he shall have a vote on the Executive Committee if he has been elected as one of the 
two active members or as the alternate member as provided for in Code III-30”

The general responsibilities of the High Beta are as follows:

• Involve all brothers in the chapter’s programming through the use of teams, committees, and incentive 
programs to maximize participation.

• Involve all chapter brothers in worthy campus activities, events and affairs.

• Act as the chapter’s second ranking officer, replacing the High Alpha in his absence or inability to func-
tion.

• Serve as an ex-officio, non-voting brother of the Executive Committee, unless elected as a voting brother 
of the Executive Committee.

Officer Transition 

For a chapter/colony to be successful, it is important that its officers don’t “reinvent the wheel”.  Valuable 
information and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  Valuable information 
and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  To assist in this process, an Of-
ficer Transition Checklist was created and can be found in the Appendix  

It is recommended that both the incoming and outgoing officer review the checklist before the actual transi-
tion occur.

Continued
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Sample Officer Budget 

Creating a budget for your position is one of the most important steps as an officer, but it doesn’t have 
to be complicated. Follow these three simple steps to determine how much funding you need and how 
you plan to spend it. You should develop a budget or operating plan for the entire academic year.  It is 
recommended that you plan for each semester or quarter and add the summer months if applicable.

Step #1: List all projects, events, activities, etc. that you would like to implement or utilize: 

Example: Faculty & Staff Reception; Scholar Dinner; Prizes for incentive program   

Step #2: For each project, event, or activity, identify budget items and anticipated costs for each item

Project #1:  Faculty & Staff Reception

Budget Item/Note Anticipate Cost
Venue Rental Fee (on campus) $100.00
Food $250.00
Supplies/Decorations $150.00
Recognition Gifts $200.00
TOTAL BUDGET $700.00

Continued

Example Budget Items 

• Service Fees, Late Fees, or Bank Fees
• Penalties, Fines, and Damages
• Event or Conference Registration Fees
• Meeting Room/ Venue Rental Fees 
• Meals and Food Expenses 
• Decorations, Giveaways, and Banners
• Audio/Visual Equipment
• Teambuilding/Educational Supplies
• Office supplies, binders, paper
• Postage, Copies, Printing & Shipping
• Ritual Equipment and supplies 
• Website Domain Registration
• Housing supplies: 
 o Light Bulbs, Bathroom Supplies, Bat 
             teries, Cleaning Supplies, Tools, etc
.

• Dining Supplies: 
 o Utensils, Plates, Napkins, Cups,               
Condiments, Trash Bins, etc.
• Council Dues and General Fraternity Dues
• Risk Management Assessment Fees 
• Philanthropy and Service Expenses
• Scholarship Fund
• Gifts and Donations
• T-Shirts/Design Fees
• Transportation
• Hotel / Lodging
• Entertainment (DJ or Band), Security
• Composite
• Savings/Reserve Fund 
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This is where the Title goes for the Header of the 
Manual Officer Task

According Code III-17 of the Constitution and Statutory Code of Lambda Chi Alpha, 

“The High Beta shall serve as Vice President of the Chapter and shall assist the High Alpha in the perfor-
mance of his duties, and in the absence or disability of the High Alpha, he shall succeed to his powers 
and duties. He shall be Chairman of the Committee on Membership Involvement of his Chapter. He shall 
be an exofficio member of all other committees of the Chapter, including the Executive Committee, without 
a vote, except that he shall have a vote on the Executive Committee if he has been elected as one of the 
two active members or as the alternate member as provided for in Code III-30”

The general responsibilities of the High Beta are as follows:

• Involve all brothers in the chapter’s programming through the use of teams, committees, and incentive 
programs to maximize participation.

• Involve all chapter brothers in worthy campus activities, events and affairs.

• Act as the chapter’s second ranking officer, replacing the High Alpha in his absence or inability to func-
tion.

• Serve as an ex-officio, non-voting brother of the Executive Committee, unless elected as a voting brother 
of the Executive Committee.

Officer Transition 

For a chapter/colony to be successful, it is important that its officers don’t “reinvent the wheel”.  Valuable 
information and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  Valuable information 
and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  To assist in this process, an Of-
ficer Transition Checklist was created and can be found in the Appendix  

It is recommended that both the incoming and outgoing officer review the checklist before the actual transi-
tion occur.

Continued
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Step #3: Present proposed budget totals for each project and overall to the High Tau

High Zeta Office: High Sigma
Projects, Events, or Activities Proposed Budget
Faculty & Staff Reception $700.00
Scholar Dinner $500.00
Prizes for incentive program $600.00
TOTAL BUDGET $1800.00

Sample Officer Budget 
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This is where the Title goes for the Header of the 
Manual Officer Task

According Code III-17 of the Constitution and Statutory Code of Lambda Chi Alpha, 

“The High Beta shall serve as Vice President of the Chapter and shall assist the High Alpha in the perfor-
mance of his duties, and in the absence or disability of the High Alpha, he shall succeed to his powers 
and duties. He shall be Chairman of the Committee on Membership Involvement of his Chapter. He shall 
be an exofficio member of all other committees of the Chapter, including the Executive Committee, without 
a vote, except that he shall have a vote on the Executive Committee if he has been elected as one of the 
two active members or as the alternate member as provided for in Code III-30”

The general responsibilities of the High Beta are as follows:

• Involve all brothers in the chapter’s programming through the use of teams, committees, and incentive 
programs to maximize participation.

• Involve all chapter brothers in worthy campus activities, events and affairs.

• Act as the chapter’s second ranking officer, replacing the High Alpha in his absence or inability to func-
tion.

• Serve as an ex-officio, non-voting brother of the Executive Committee, unless elected as a voting brother 
of the Executive Committee.

Officer Transition 

For a chapter/colony to be successful, it is important that its officers don’t “reinvent the wheel”.  Valuable 
information and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  Valuable information 
and resources are lost each year due to an ineffective transition process.  To assist in this process, an Of-
ficer Transition Checklist was created and can be found in the Appendix  

It is recommended that both the incoming and outgoing officer review the checklist before the actual transi-
tion occur.
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Setting SMART Goals 
Goal setting is a method of developing a plan to meet your objectives as a chapter and your responsi-
bilities as a leader. A goal is more effective when stated in terms that follow the SMART approach: 

Specific: Not be vague or general 

Measurable: Quantified or Qualified  

Attainable: Within the chapter’s circle of influence     

Righteous: Aligned with Lambda Chi Alpha’s values 

Timely: Reasonable deadline for action  

Non-specific & ineffective goal: “A stronger committee system.”

Specific & more effective goal: “By the end of the term, there will be four functioning chapter commit-
tees, and every chapter activity will be coordinated by a committee.” 

Because the revised goal is more specific and measurable, it helps you decide if the goal was met. And 
without a specific timeline, it’s too easy to say, “Someday, we’ll achieve this goal.” 

Create three SMART short-term goals that are to be completed by the end of the current term.

Goal #1:
Due Date:
Goal #2:
Due Date:
Goal #3:
Due Date:

How can SMART goals be used to assess progress? Be SMARTER! 

Making your SMART goals SMARTER will help your chapter set more effective goals, and will help 
maintain continuity, ever after you leave office. To accomplish this, SMART goals should also undergo 
the following steps: 

Evaluate: Assess the progress of goal 

Revise: Modify goal as needed  

For example, if your goal was to recruit 25 associate members during the fall and spring semester, and 
your chapter recruited 30 members in the fall semester, your goal should change. Perhaps the initial 
goal was not challenging enough. If your goal was to complete 1,000 service hours as a chapter, but 
you only get 900, you should examine why you missed your goal. This can help you identify areas of 
opportunity in your chapter or areas of opportunity in your goals 
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The Leader
January 2011 Iota Theta Zeta, Arkansas State University Vol. 52, No. 1

Joel Gambill (center) poses with two brothers, H.T. Moore (left) and Roy Ockert 
before being honored as a Distinguished Alumnus of ASU.

Joel Gambill named Distinguished Alumnus

By Roy Ockert Jr.
Treasurer

The Iota Theta House Corp. has now 
been officially reorganized and incor-
porated as Lambda Chi Alpha at Ar-
kansas State University Inc., or LXA 
at ASU Inc., for short. This action was 
authorized in a special meeting of the 
House Corp. on April 10, during the 
2010 Founders Day weekend.

We took the action for a number of 
reasons:

• While the House Corp. was incor-
porated twice, once shortly after the 
Iota Theta Zeta was established and 
then again about 20 years later, the 
Arkansas Secretary of State’s Office 
did not have complete records of ei-
ther.

• We had been unable to find bylaws 
from the second incorporation, and 
we had adapted the original bylaws to 
our use before we learned of the sec-
ond incorporation.

• There was a discrepancy in the 
name of the corporation that created 
some confusion.

• The national organization now 
recommends that the adviser and two 
officers of the active zeta be on the 
house corporation board.

• We needed to be able to obtain a 
valid tax number to do business, and 
the incorporation problems compli-
cated that issue.

Our thanks to H.T. Moore for doing 
the legal work and Jeff Wicker for do-
ing the accounting work — both with-
out fee to organization — to effect the 
reorganization. We still have some 
odds and ends to take care of, but the 
necessary changes are in process.

The same Board of Directors was 
elected, but added to the board un-
der the new bylaws were the High 
Pi, High Alpha and High Tau. Those 
board members will change whenev-
er the chapter changes officers. The 

same board officers were re-elected: 
Delane Hogan, president; Jim Stea-
rns, vice president for programming; 
Barry Forrest, vice president for 
fund-raising; Mike Mallory, secre-
tary; and me as treasurer.

One of the few changes under the 
new bylaws is that we have adopted a 
calendar year as our fiscal year, mean-
ing that alumni dues will be payable 
on Jan. 1, rather than Sept. 1. Those 
who paid dues for 2009-10 were ex-
tended through Dec. 31. That means, 
of course, that dues for 2011 are now 
payable for all alumni. You can find a 
form on page 11 for that purpose.

Our annual meeting also changes 
from the Homecoming weekend in 
the fall to the Founders Day weekend 
in the spring. We may continue to have 
a board meeting in the fall to update 
returning alumni.

Iota Theta House Corp. reorganizes

Continued on page 2

For Dr. Joel Gambill, Iota Theta 
175, being selected as a Distinguished 
Alumnus for Arkansas State Univer-
sity capped a long and successful 
career as the state’s most successful 
journalism educator.

Shortly before being presented 
with the award, Brother Joel retired 
as chairman of the ASU Journalism 
Department after 36 years.

He received a journalism degree 
from A-State in 1965, then went to the 
University of Oklahoma, where he 
earned a master’s in journalism. He 
returned to ASU in the fall of 1966, 
where he became the second journal-
ism instructor, rejoining his mentor, 
L.W. “Tex” Plunkett, the renowned 
professor and “father” of the school’s 
journalism program.

He took an unpaid leave in 1970 to 
work on his doctorate at Southern Illi-
nois University. After completing that 
degree, he returned to ASU in 1973 
to head the journalism program and 
stayed on for nearly four decades.
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
ALPHA CHI ZETA 

State of the Zeta 
 

Members of Lambda Chi Alpha at the annual rush 
week dinner 

Alpha	  Chi	  had	  a	  strong	  year-‐long	  recruitment	  with	  26	  men	  initiated,	  22	  in	  the	  spring	  and	  4	  in	  the	  fall,	  to	  
bring	  total	  membership	  to	  66	  brothers.	  The	  Chapter	  continues	  to	  grow	  in	  number	  as	  we	  look	  to	  take	  in	  up	  to	  
five	  more	  members	  this	  Fall.	  	  
	   The	  Chapter	  further	  developed	  its	  stronger	  sense	  of	  philanthropic	  service	  through	  three	  different	  
services	  days	  this	  Spring.	  	  Early	  in	  the	  Semester,	  the	  Chapter	  assisted	  in	  a	  City	  wide	  day	  of	  service	  on	  Martin	  
Luther	  King	  Jr.	  	  Midway	  through	  the	  semester,	  the	  Brothers	  teamed	  up	  with	  Shalom	  Farms,	  a	  local	  organization	  
that	  helps	  educate	  and	  get	  healthy	  fresh	  produce	  into	  the	  City	  of	  Richmond.	  	  The	  group	  spent	  the	  morning	  
planting	  onions	  for	  a	  spring	  crop.	  	  The	  Brotherhood	  had	  a	  final	  service	  day	  during	  the	  last	  weekend	  of	  the	  
semester,	  in	  which	  the	  brothers	  took	  part	  in	  cleaning	  up	  the	  paths	  along	  the	  James	  River.	  	  The	  service	  that	  the	  
chapter	  has	  completed	  this	  semester	  has	  bolstered	  the	  commitment	  to	  serve	  the	  Greater	  Richmond	  
Community	  and	  give	  back	  to	  those	  in	  the	  neighboring	  areas.	  	  	  

The	  Chapter	  had	  a	  great	  academic	  semester,	  raising	  the	  chapter	  GPA	  to	  3.29,	  placing	  it	  among	  the	  top	  
fraternities	  on	  campus.	  	  The	  Chapter	  looks	  to	  continue	  to	  improve	  upon	  its	  academics	  and	  is	  seeking	  to	  gain	  the	  
top	  spot	  this	  fall.	  
	   This	  spring,	  the	  Chapter	  worked	  hard	  to	  improve	  event	  planning	  in	  order	  to	  reduce	  risk	  and	  plan	  more	  
successful	  events.	  	  The	  officers	  have	  done	  a	  strong	  job	  all	  semester	  working	  on	  planning	  events	  that	  are	  safe	  
and	  fun	  using	  the	  resources	  that	  the	  General	  Fraternity	  offers.	  	  We	  have	  been	  extremely	  successful	  this	  
semester	  in	  compiling	  with	  the	  General	  Fraternity	  and	  making	  sure	  that	  we	  are	  moving	  forward	  to	  better	  the	  
Chapter	  as	  a	  whole.	  	  As	  we	  graduated	  the	  last	  class	  of	  Founding	  Fathers	  this	  spring,	  the	  chapter	  looks	  to	  
continue	  to	  develop	  and	  strengthen	  Brotherhood	  and	  keep	  in	  mind	  the	  visions	  and	  struggles	  that	  the	  men	  went	  
through	  for	  us	  to	  be	  back	  on	  campus	  today.	  
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from faculty, staff or alumni.  
Jason LeGrand (‘97) currently 
serves as director of Major Gifts 
for the West Coast for the Uni-
versity of Maryland, College 
Park and resides in Washington, 
D.C.  Trenton Blair (’97) is the 
solution development leader of 
state government and higher 
education vertical markets for 
Johnson Controls, Inc and lives 
in Warrensburg, MO. They join 
four other Delta Phi Alumni that 
have received this award. Con-
gratulations to these out-
standing alumni for all of their 
accomplishments!  

On May 29, 2010 Commence-
ment Ceremonies were held at 
the Show Me Center. The cere-
mony had many special guests 
in attendance including some of 
Delta Phi’s own. Neal E Boyd     

125 kicked things off with the 
singing of the National Anthem. 
Also during the ceremony, Ja-
son LeGrand 89 and Trent 
Blair 84 were rec-
ognized as 2010 
Young Alumni Merit 
Award recipients. This 
award is given out by 
the Southeast Mis-
souri State Alumni 
Association. The 
Young Merit Alumni 
Award is given annu-

ally to honor those alumni 37 
years or younger who have 
brought distinction to the Uni-
versity through professional 
growth, service and individual 
character.  The Alumni Associa-
tion chooses from the list of 
nominees representing each 
college and selects the recipi-
ents.  Nominations may come 

Delta Phi Alumni Honored at  Southeast Commencement  

Delta Phi Gains Five New Alumni! 

Also during commencement  five 
brothers received their undergradu-
ate degrees from Southeast Missouri 
State. They are: 

Austin “Amac” McCon-

nell 373 graduated 
with a degree in: tele-
communications and 
computing network-
ing. Austin served as 
High Rho.  

 

 

Luke “Coach” Lochhead 

349 graduated with a 
degree in middle school 
English and History. He 
will be attending gradu-
ate school at Indiana 
Tech starting in the fall.  

Mike Reeves 336 
graduated with a degree 
in advertising. He served 
as High Delta and High 
Rho. He has landed a job 
in advertising at the 
Southeast Missourian.  

Brett “Mad Dog” Mai-

kowskii will 
graduate with a degree 
in sports management 
at the end of the sum-
mer after completing 
an internship with the 
San Antonio Spurs. Brett served as 

High Tau.  

Brad “B-Rad” Notheisen 

415 graduated with a 
degree in: Computer 
Science. Brad served as 
High Sigma.  

Delta Phi Zeta 

May 2010    www.semolambdachi.com Southeast Missouri State 

Lambda Chi Alpha Alumni 
Newsletter 

Mark Your Calendars! 

August 6-8 Annual Alumni/
Active Float Trip at the Bass 
River Resort. For more details 
contact Mike Reeves 314-277-
3659 or at                                 
Michael_reeves6@yahoo.com 

October 2nd Watermelon Bust 

October 30th Homecoming 
2010. The parade will begin at 
10am and Homecoming dinner 
will be held at Buckner’s. More 
information to come! 

A message from your 
temporary High Rho 

Greetings, 

My name is Nolan 
Ryan and I will be 
serving as the tempo-
rary High Rho until 
the chapter can hold 
official elections in 
the fall. Feel free to 
contact me with any 
questions, comments or concerns and 
I will be happy to help. I will be living 
in Cape Girardeau this summer so if 
you are passing through and would 
like a house tour or to meet some of 
the actives feel free to call 314-606-
9513 or email me nsryan2s@semo.edu 
and we can set something up.  

In ZAX, 

391  
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Senior Spotlight 

Brandon Bowling

Major: Social Studies Education

Minor: History, Political Science and Psychology

Lambda Chi Alpha Involvement: High Delta-Recruitment 
Chair, Ritual Team, McKinley Mile Committe Member

Future Plans: “I plan on teaching middle school and eventually 
want to make the move to administration.”

2013 Sexual Assault Awareness Forum

www.Lambdachibsu.com          765-228-2995                            Lambdachi@bsu.edu  

Every year, Iota-Alpha hosts the Sexual Assault 
Awareness forum on Ball State University’s 
campus. 
This year, we will be having it on Wednesday 
October 2nd at 7pm. 

This event will be taking place in the Student 
Center in Cardinal Halls B and C. At this 
event, we will be having various speakers from 
different groups and organizations on and off of 
Ball States Campus. 

We will have speakers from the Victims 
Advocate, The University Police Department, 
The Ball State Counseling Center, and a new 
addition to this year’s presentation is a speaker 
from Damsel in Defense. 

The goal of this event is to spread awareness 
to the community about the potential dangers 
on campus, how to protect oneself from these 
situations, and where one can get help if it is 
ever needed.
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Personal Notes

The area below is for you to write notes that will help you fulfill your role as an officer of your Zeta.
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Officer Transition

 

Officer Tasks Frequency

The table below allows you to create your own Officer Tasks, the frequency with which you should com-
plete the tasks, and a check box to use once you completed the task. When the next brother takes over 
your position you can review this section as part of your officer transition.

Use the text box below for additional notes about your personal officer tasks



Questions/Concerns
If you have any questions about the specific content in this 
document, please contact: 
programming@lambdachi.org.

If you are experiencing any technical difficulties with this 
document, please contact: 
communications@lambdachi.org.

Visit Lambda Chi’s Web Platforms

Website: lambdachi.org

Member Portal: mylca.lambdachi.org

Officer Portal: op.lambdachi.org 
 
Officer Academy: oa.lambdachi.org

Stay Connected on Social Media

Like us on Facebook at: facebook.com/lambdachi

Follow us on Twitter: @LambdaChiAlpha

http://www.lambdachi.org
http://mylca.lambdachi.org
op.lambdachi.org
http://oa.lambdachi.org/default.php
https://www.facebook.com/LambdaChi
https://twitter.com/LambdaChiAlpha
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